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This document serves to identify various types of RFID technology in the market 
today, and how each of these technologies will function using the HID RFID reader 
offered as an option with the GE DuraStation. 

RFID offered by GE for use with  
the DuraStation:
HID Reader
 GE offers an HID RFID reader as an option on  
the DuraStation. The HID RFID reader makes  
it easy for a user to gain charging authorization  
by simply presenting their RFID card to the  
reader located on the DuraStation.  

 An HID desktop reader is used at the enrollment  
station to quickly and easily enroll users into the  
GE RFID EV100 software. Once the user is enrolled  
in the system, they can use their RFID card to  
access the DuraStation (based on programmed  
authorization).

HID Credentials
 A credential – card, tag or keyfob – is carried by  
the user as a unique, secure identifier. For the  
GE DuraStation, RFID cards are being utilized.    

What is RFID Technology?
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification Device) is:

•   A method for uniquely identifying an object such  
as a card, tag or keyfob that carries a unique ID  
number, or code, referred to as a card format.

•   Identification can be made using a wireless (RF,  
or radio-wave) connection by a reader, meaning  
no line-of-sight or physical contact is needed  
between the card and reader.
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RFID Terminology:

Secure Read:
This denotes that the card data that is read by the RFID reader 
is securely protected by the card’s authentication function. This 
allows the card data to be protected, but does not guarantee the 
uniqueness of the card data. The uniqueness of the card data (or 
duplication of it) is determined by which card format is used.

CSN:
Card Serial Number. This is a freely readable, unique number that 
is embedded into each card at the time of manufacture. While this 
card number is unique, it carries no security. This may be sufficient 
for many applications, especially if the transaction processing is 
performed on the server side.

CHUID Data:
Cardholder Unique Identifier. The contactless ID card data associated 
with a US Government FIPS-201 ID card. There are three different 
types of the FIPS-201 card that relate to this standard which the HID 
reader can read: PIV, TWIC, CAC.

Card Format:
The card format is the data structure that resides in a secure area 
of the card and is read in a secure manner by the RFID reader if it 
has the information to do so. There are thousands of card formats, 
and it is very difficult to know which format is on the card unless the 
client’s security office knows the data and is willing to share it with 
you or you work with HID to determine the card format. There are 
generally three classes of card formats:  

1.  Managed formats: Card numbers are unique within the format 
type and no duplication will be found in the field. HID does not 
recommend supporting these card types since there is a potential 
for duplication within the installed base and it is difficult to 
determine whether security is compromised.

2.  Open Formats: Card numbers are not unique and are duplicated 
in the field. The most popular unmanaged format is the 26-bit 
H10301 format that comprises about 50% of the card population.  

3.  Proprietary Formats: These are jointly owned by HID and the issuing 
party, such as an integrator or installer. Card data is unique within 
the format type but is not disclosed to any third party without the 
express authorization of both HID and the issuing party. 

NOTE: As a note of clarification, card formats do not come into play 
when reading those card technologies in the chart below where 
CSN is noted as this is not part of the secure area of the card.

GE DuraStation RFID Compatibility

The chart below outlines the RFID reading functionality currently 
available in both the DuraStation and the enrollment station.  Note 
that the enrollment station offers two different card reader options, 
each with different card reading capability. See definitions of the 
terms in the chart noted previously in this document.  

The green blocks indicate that the card technology is supported. The 
red blocks indicate that the card technology is not supported. The 
yellow block(s) indicate that the current solution does not support this 
card technology, but can be upgraded to do so without much difficulty.

* DuraStation supports all protocols that EVRP01 reader supports.

Card Type
Enrollment Station Options

EVRP01* EVRP02

Contactless 
Smart Cards 
(13.56 MHz)

iCLASS Secure Read No

Mifare CSN No

DESfire CSN No

Sony No No

FIPS201 No No

ISO14443A CSN No

ISO14443B CSN No

ISO15693 CSN No 

HID Prox  
(125 kHz)

HID No Secure Read 

NOTE: Enrollment reader EVRP01 is the recommended  
option for customers who are purchasing GE RFID cards.
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